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scopus metrics citescore metrics you can verify and trust citescore metrics deliver greater insight into research impact and influence calculated using data from scopus citescore metrics help you
evaluate journals book series conference proceedings and trade journals to empower well informed decisions citation metrics the impact factor if or journal impact factor jif of an academic journal is a
scientometric index calculated by clarivate that reflects the yearly mean number of citations of articles published in the last two years in a given journal as indexed by clarivate s of science scientific
reports has a 2 year impact factor of 4 6 2022 and is the 5th most cited journal in the world with more than 738 000 citations in 2022 this page provides journal profiles turnaround times citation
distributions and citation based metrics for the science family of journals and is updated on a semi annual basis aaas the publisher of the science family of journals is a signatory of dora and believes that
a range of metrics should be used to evaluate journal quality four scopus specific metrics can be found on a document s metrics details page total number of citations by a date range of the user s
choosing citations per year for a range citation benchmarking percentile and field weighted citation impact we ve also recently added a new metric views count so users can understand usage at a glance
sjr scientific journal rankings display journals with at least citable docs 3years apply download data 1 50 of 29165 title link rel stylesheet href public styles 29276a7c2f2290b7 css find out more about
scientific reports 2022 journal metrics 2 year impact factor 4 6 5 year impact factor 4 9 immediacy index 0 9 eigenfactor score 1 05873 article influence score eigenfactor score 0 04464 article influence
score 33 2023 usage metrics article level metrics are also available on each article page allowing readers to track the reach of individual scientometric indices help rank the impact of an article an author
and a journal in scientific literature additionally it helps to rank institutions universities and countries in the scientific field there are various author article and journal level metrics provided by different
service providers may 24 2022 knowledge article in journal citation reports we provide quartile rankings based on rank for the journal impact factor in journal citation reports quartiles are defined as the
following z is defined as z x y where x is the journal rank in category and y is the number of journals in the category examples sciscore is the best methods review tool for scientific articles get actionable
results today regarding the transparency of your research manuscripts using criteria from various reporting standards e g the nih mdar and arrive sciscore generates three reports and a score for every
submission scientific performance for pisa measures the scientific literacy of a 15 year old in the use of scientific knowledge to identify questions acquire new knowledge explain scientific phenomena and
draw evidence based conclusions about science related issues the mean score is the measure indicators data service is momentarily unavailable show yet in grades 4 and 8 scores declined from 2015 for
lower performing students in all three science content areas physical life and earth and space science in grade 12 physical and life impact score 2022 2023 14 90 h index 2022 2023 1283 rank 2022 2023
41 sjr 2022 2023 13 328 note the impact score or impact index shown here is equivalent to the average number of times documents published in a journal conference in the past two years have been
cited in the current year i e cites doc 2 years a beautiful free online scientific calculator with advanced features for evaluating percentages fractions exponential functions logarithms trigonometry
statistics and more academic publications in the form of peer reviewed journal articles and conference proceedings are an important medium where scientific discoveries are made and shared this report
presents data that reflect the expanding volume of research activity variations in scientific impact and a growing research ecosystem of international and domestic scientific reports has a 2 year impact
factor 4 6 2022 and is the 5th most cited journal in the world with more than 738 000 citations in 2022 2022 journal citation reports science in this it joins a genre that psychiatrist bessel van der kolk
popularized with the body keeps the score brain mind and body in the healing of trauma 2014 in recent years van der check where singapore appears in the qs best student cities ranking explore the key
indicators used to compile the ranking as well as the top internationally ranked universities in singapore
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scopus metrics citescore metrics you can verify and trust citescore metrics deliver greater insight into research impact and influence calculated using data from scopus citescore metrics help you
evaluate journals book series conference proceedings and trade journals to empower well informed decisions

impact factor wikipedia Feb 26 2024
citation metrics the impact factor if or journal impact factor jif of an academic journal is a scientometric index calculated by clarivate that reflects the yearly mean number of citations of articles published
in the last two years in a given journal as indexed by clarivate s of science

scientific reports nature Jan 25 2024
scientific reports has a 2 year impact factor of 4 6 2022 and is the 5th most cited journal in the world with more than 738 000 citations in 2022

journal metrics science aaas Dec 24 2023
this page provides journal profiles turnaround times citation distributions and citation based metrics for the science family of journals and is updated on a semi annual basis aaas the publisher of the
science family of journals is a signatory of dora and believes that a range of metrics should be used to evaluate journal quality

scopus metrics elsevier Nov 23 2023
four scopus specific metrics can be found on a document s metrics details page total number of citations by a date range of the user s choosing citations per year for a range citation benchmarking
percentile and field weighted citation impact we ve also recently added a new metric views count so users can understand usage at a glance

sjr scientific journal rankings scimago journal country Oct 22 2023
sjr scientific journal rankings display journals with at least citable docs 3years apply download data 1 50 of 29165 title

journal citation reports Sep 21 2023
link rel stylesheet href public styles 29276a7c2f2290b7 css

about scientific reports scientific reports nature Aug 20 2023
find out more about scientific reports 2022 journal metrics 2 year impact factor 4 6 5 year impact factor 4 9 immediacy index 0 9 eigenfactor score 1 05873 article influence score

journal metrics scientific data nature Jul 19 2023
eigenfactor score 0 04464 article influence score 33 2023 usage metrics article level metrics are also available on each article page allowing readers to track the reach of individual
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a brief review on article author and journal level Jun 18 2023
scientometric indices help rank the impact of an article an author and a journal in scientific literature additionally it helps to rank institutions universities and countries in the scientific field there are
various author article and journal level metrics provided by different service providers

journal citation reports quartile rankings and other metrics May 17 2023
may 24 2022 knowledge article in journal citation reports we provide quartile rankings based on rank for the journal impact factor in journal citation reports quartiles are defined as the following z is
defined as z x y where x is the journal rank in category and y is the number of journals in the category examples

sciscore the best methods review tool for scientific research Apr 16 2023
sciscore is the best methods review tool for scientific articles get actionable results today regarding the transparency of your research manuscripts using criteria from various reporting standards e g the
nih mdar and arrive sciscore generates three reports and a score for every submission

science performance pisa oecd data Mar 15 2023
scientific performance for pisa measures the scientific literacy of a 15 year old in the use of scientific knowledge to identify questions acquire new knowledge explain scientific phenomena and draw
evidence based conclusions about science related issues the mean score is the measure indicators data service is momentarily unavailable show

the latest science scores are out the news isn t good for Feb 14 2023
yet in grades 4 and 8 scores declined from 2015 for lower performing students in all three science content areas physical life and earth and space science in grade 12 physical and life

science impact factor if overall ranking rating h Jan 13 2023
impact score 2022 2023 14 90 h index 2022 2023 1283 rank 2022 2023 41 sjr 2022 2023 13 328 note the impact score or impact index shown here is equivalent to the average number of times
documents published in a journal conference in the past two years have been cited in the current year i e cites doc 2 years

desmos scientific calculator Dec 12 2022
a beautiful free online scientific calculator with advanced features for evaluating percentages fractions exponential functions logarithms trigonometry statistics and more

publications output u s trends and international Nov 11 2022
academic publications in the form of peer reviewed journal articles and conference proceedings are an important medium where scientific discoveries are made and shared this report presents data that
reflect the expanding volume of research activity variations in scientific impact and a growing research ecosystem of international and domestic

aims scope scientific reports nature Oct 10 2022
scientific reports has a 2 year impact factor 4 6 2022 and is the 5th most cited journal in the world with more than 738 000 citations in 2022 2022 journal citation reports science
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the body keeps the score offers uncertain science in the Sep 09 2022
in this it joins a genre that psychiatrist bessel van der kolk popularized with the body keeps the score brain mind and body in the healing of trauma 2014 in recent years van der

universities in singapore qs best student cities ranking Aug 08 2022
check where singapore appears in the qs best student cities ranking explore the key indicators used to compile the ranking as well as the top internationally ranked universities in singapore
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